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The opposed anvil system for generating ultra-high pressures has been applied to a wide variety of 
crystal-chemical and mineralogical studies. An enlarged apparalus operated by a 400-ton press, capable 
of high-pressure studies with' gram '-sized samples ill the usual manncr, h:ls heen adapted to internal 
h..:ating :Ind ' hydrothermal techniques' and :l lso to the mapping of loau distribution in wafer samples, 
using:ls intliclltors the chllng..:s of electrical resis lance at the pressure tran~itil\fl' of metals. An important 
lintling of the latter study is the pressure intensifica tion possible in the centre of sample wllfers dependent 
on their diameter- thickness ratios. 

Jill roduction 

In studies of solids where pressure wa, 011-: Ill' the maJor variabk~, a number of experimental 
systems have been devised to utilise the Optlllllllll properties or the l1laterials of construction. 
The simplest and a very productive systelll , II hich is also the 011C reach ing the maximum stat ic 
pressures, is based on the principle of two ()pro~ClI anvil~ first ell'cctivcly used by Bridgman. l In 
apparatus of this type, high pressures arc ~lIpported on a ~ma ll area of the anvils (Fig. I), and the 
sample is thin enough to be retained entirely hy fric tion at the edges, thus dispensing with any 
type of containing cylinder. By appropriat e ~ tre~~i ng of:1n inner anvi l by shrink fit and tapered 
supports, pressure two or three times greall:r I han the compressive strength of the anvil materials 
could be attained. The characteristic distinction of these anvils is the absence of any containing 
• cylinder '. With such apparatus, Bridgman claimed to have reached pressures ncar 200 kb with 
a • single stage' and 425 kb with a • two stage' device. He had worked at temperatures usually 
close to room temperature with a few fun s ncar :l00°. Further impetus was given to studies at 
high temperatures by the interest of petrologists (G riggs & Kennedy~) in work on synthesis and 
phase equilibria in mineralogical systems, followi ng the reports of Coes3 on the synthesis of 
several high-pressure phases in piston-cylinder apparatus. Since then the orderly development 
of this type of apparatus, both to extend thc temperature and pressure limits, as well as to 
calibrate the pressures, has extended the usefulness of opposed anvils greatly. 

SPLIT FURNACE 

Fig. 1. Sketch of opposed anvil appamlus 
willi elllarged views of allvil alld 
S(tf llfllc assC!lIIblies 

The proportions arc for a frame 
with three 1 in. dia. tic-rods with a 
20-tol1 hydraulic ram :IS the load 
unit. For work in the 200 kb region 
with t in. dia. sample assemblies 
frames of at least 60 tons capacity 
arc required. 

In Fig. 2 is summarised the effective working range of opposed-anvil apparatus for runs of 
at least 3-h. duration. Greater frequency of breakage is to be expected near the upper limits 
shown because of critical factors such as alignment and non-uniform sample packing. 

Fig. 2. Effective combilled P- T working rallge of 
variol/s anvils for rlllIS of over 3 II. duration ~ 

(/) 

In the various portions the following '" 
types of anvils are used: '" 
A, polyerystalline alumina; B, Rene' 41; ~ 500 
C, 66 HS or Speed Star; D, Tungsten '" 
carbides-in-Rene'; and E, Tungsten 0 

carbides-in-TK tool steel. 
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Problems which have been studied in opposed-anvil apparatus, in addition to those of 
synthesis and phase equilibria, include kinetics of reactions, diffusion, orientation, influence of 
shearing stresses, crystallisation of glasses or gels. I II situ measurements of various electrical 
properties have also been conducted. This broad range of problems is made possible in part by 
the fact that scaling-up of the size of the apparatus (in this laboratory from 8 to 400 tons) in no 
way affects the extreme simplicity of operation. The other major advantage which opposed 
anvil devices have over internally heated piston-and-cylinder apparatus is the accuracy of tem
perature measurement which is very greatly superior to that in other apparatus. Concomitantly, 
its greatest limitation is the unattainability of the higher temperatures possible with other 
apparatus. 

Current design of anvils 

Materials and shapes 

Despite the great interest in high-pressure studies, very little fundamental work has been 
reported on the design of anvils. The development of this equipment has been based mainly on 
empirical experience gained through use.* Thus, in the selection of an optimum design of the 
simple piston, questions raised regarding the ratio of the diameter of the sample face to that of 
the body, or of diameter of the body to length, or of the angle of the cone, could not be answered 
by recourse to results of systematic studies.i' Rather, a practical sequence of choices was made 
starting with a minimum sample size (6- 10 mg.) determined by the requirements for X-ray and 
optical identification, which should be contained in the t in. diameter wafer assembly shown in 
Fig. 1. An outside diameter of 1 in. was found to be very convenient insofar as centering and 
supporting on softer Stellite-25 thrust bars. The length of the anvil was determined by con
venience and by length of the hot zone of the furnace used to heat the sample assembly. With 
regard to the cone angle, a broad one close to 1800 might be a theoretical choice, but actually 
angles between 150 0 and 160 0 have been found best for most types of work. The larger angles 
provide enough space to position properly a thermocouple close to the sample. More important, 
the wider angle between the two anvils practically eliminates the interference with the calculation 
of pressure on the' flat' sample faces which is a very seri ous consequence of the unknown and 
variable extrusion of material. 

If only from the observation of types of failure of the simple anvils, without being aware of 
earlier solutions, certain modifications of design would be sure to suggest themselves. In almost 
every case, simple pistons made of hardenable high temperature steels, 66HS (see appendix), 
Speed Star, polycrystalline alumina or mullite fail by breaking into three pieces, two being 
essentially equal halves and the other a small wedge having the sample area' flat' as a base 
(Fig. 3). On the occasions when the anvils do not fail completely, radial cracks will be found 
starting at the small end of the cone at the edge of the sample flat but very seldom crossing it. 
Apparently these cracks arc caused by peripheral tension failure, and in many cases, occur just 
before the shear failures which produce the small wedges. Anvils of tungsten carbide fail with 
considerable shatteri ng and spalling of the conical surface. 

Bridgman's first step in improving the performance of anvils was to provide lateral support 
by compression in a holder, or by a combination of compression and tapered seat as shown in 
Fig. 4. With such support it has been possible to raise the effective pressure attainable with the 
special steels from 60 kb to 90- 100 kb and with tllngst(; n carbide (6% cobalt) the upper limits are 
160- 200 kb. Another advance is the graued ~ lI pp () rl developed by Drickamer4, whereby maxi
mum reinforcement is provided at the region or maximum stress at the end of the cone. ]n a 
sense, Drickamer's modifications arc intermed iate between the simple anvil and the designs 

• Pror. [lridgman told onc of us (H.. H..) that he had chosen his angles, shrinkage and other dimensions in the 
same empirical manner. 

t Some itlea of the changes in stn:,s distribution with changes in design have been obtained in this laboratory from 
studies with simplified two-dimen~ional photoclastic models of anvils. Thus the influences of cone angle , diameter 
ratios, and diameter and length ratios have been studied in the stress patterns. The additions of lateral support 
untl then of support to thl: conic:" shouldcr~ produce rel1larkahle redistribution of stresses which qualitatively arc 
re la ted to the increase in strength actually observl:d. More accurate but similar patterns may be obtained using 
three-dimensional models following a tcd1lliqllc u~cd hy Std;III I.. O & Tantlanand (personal communication). The 
correlation between complex anvils made of tli\, imilar materials ami the plastic models is not known, but it should 
be close enough to be instructive. 
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Fig. 3. Sketch showing the characteristic 
faill/re of simple al/vils made of 

66HS, all/mil/a or mllllite 

The Rene' types deform rather than 
crack, whereas carbide cores crack, 
deform and splinter very badly 

when overloaded 

Fig. 4. Modifications of' two-stage' anvils 
based 011 Bridgman's desigll .. 

The large anvil and flat assembly is 
the basic one for use in a 400-ton 
frame. Substitution of carbide cores 
with 18! - t in. sample flats is done 
for work near 200 kb. The smaller 
assembly is used in 20 or 50-ton 

frames 
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based on extrudable gaskets such as the GE ' belt '. It is obvious that the compound anvils 
provide further opportunity to combine materials to the greatest advantage. The material of 
great hardness supports the direct thrust, while a tougher, less brittle material provides lateral 
support. What the substitution of a suitable polycrystalline diamond body for the carbide would 
produce is interesting to contemplate. . 

The usc of red-heat tough steels or of hi gh temperature- high strength alloys such as Stellite-25 
and Rene' 41 permits work with the anvils at higher temperatures than are possible with the 
original Bridgman design. An elrective two-stage anvil ror work in the 100-kb region and 
300-400° is made with t in. cylindrical tungsten carbide plug force-fitted (I % interference) into 
a I in. Rene' 41 collar, the end of the plug heing fini slll;t\ to a -ik in. circular flat. For use in the 
400-ton frame, the safest and most useful all-steel anvil is made with a 2 in. plug of 66HS or 
similar steel at Rockwell-C hardness force-litled into a I 0 tapered hole in a TK steel holder at 
Roekwell-C 40-45. Each anvil is then backed with about a 2 in. thick flat of 66HS steel at 
Rockwell 66. The sample surface is a flat of I·k or 1 in. 

Other materials may be used to work in specific' P- T' regions beyond those accessible with 
the anvils described above. Simple pistons of sintered polycrystalline alumina or mullite have 
been used by us in the range 1000- 1200° lind 7 kb in studies of the olivine-spinel transition of 
magnesium germanate. Silicon carbide anvils have been prepared by hot-pressing for use in the 
same region at higher pressures. Cemented titanium carbide is more resistant to oxidation than 
cemented tungsten carbide ancl is substituted for it (in a Rene' collar) for many studies a 
600-750° and 35-20 kb. On the other hand, the Rene' alloy has been replaced by tungsten to 
give greater support to carbide inserts at the highest temperatures. 

Size oj sOli/pIes and scale-up 
A serious obstacle in laboratory high-pressure research is the restricted amount of sample 

which can be obtained. Thus in the 20- 100 kb range in opposed-anvil apparatus, most of the 
significant synthesis work reported has been done with thin wafers amounting to 6-15 mg. of 
sample and a 20-ton ram. 

In larger units based on 50, 100 ancl 400-ton rams, samples of silicates and similar oxides 
amount to about 40, J 10 and 1000 mg. respectively. A typieallarge sample is i in. diameter in 
a nickel ring 1 in. o.d. and 0·04 in. thick. The significant increase in sample size is obtained at 
a modest cost of equipment when compared with increases in other types, so that, where studies 
may be carried out at temperatures tip to 500- 600", the anvil apparatus is very convenient for 
subjecting a ' gram' size sample to a known temperature, at pressures up to at least 100 kb, and 
higher with greater ram capacity. 

Usc of anvils in specialised applications 

Shearing stress addition 
The ll1ajor mode of use of oppo cd anvils has been indicated in Fig. 1. Because of the tem

perature limitations on the anvils, all methods to increase reaction rates need study. The anvils 
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are adaptable to studies5 of the influence of continuous shearing stresses on reactions under 
pressure in a simple modiflcation of our standarLl apparatus (Fig. 5). Shearing stresses are 
applied to the sample wafer by rotating the bottom anvil about its vertical axis back and forth 
through a maximum of 2° in 15 sec. This oscillating action is maintained mechanically for hours 
on samples under pressures up to 100 kb and temperatures up to 500 0 (for lower pressures). In 
an attempt to do something analogous by 13ridgl1lan1, the same type of action was applied 
manually in a few alternate strokes each through 60" or a rc in about 5 sec. (Drickamer & Larsen6 

and Griggs et af.? have maLle use of continuolls shearing stresses due to slow rotation in one 
direction of one anvil against the other.) Under the conditions of our experiments heating due 
to friction is negligible, a conclus ion also arri ved at by Bridgman and by Drickamer & Larsen 
in their respective experiments. 

~ -----------Q 
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Sealed tube samples 

Fig. S. 

Sketclr of tire essentials of ,Ire slrear modification of 
an assembly 

The lower thrust bar is rotated back and forth 2" 
max. in 1 S sec. while the sample is under pressure. 

No bearings or special clamps are rcquircd. 

One important feature of anvil apparatus is that the sample thickness which can be held by 
friction between the faces increases with the diameter or the faces. In a 400-ton unit where anvil 
faces are i to Ii in. diameter, the thickness of sample will be 0·03-0·04 in. in the higher pressure 
range. However, it is possible to support even thicker samples at lower pressures (l0-50 kb) by 
selecting a stacking of two to six 0·04 in. thick rings or even single rings 0,05- 0,06 in. thick. 
The useful sample volume during such runs is about 0·5 c.c. and yields 1500 mg. of silicates. 
The di stortion of the sample in runs of this type is indicated in Fig. 6 and one sacrifices accuracy 
of pressure measurement in these samples (sec below). 

Fig. 6. Exalllple of tli,l'lortioll of a • stacked' or thick sample 

The ability to hold thick wafers or silicates makes possible an extension of the hydrothermal 
techniqucs into the 50-kb range and higher. ]n a method being developed by E. Hryckowian in 
this laboratory, thc sample asscmbly (Fig. 7) consists of a sealcd platinum or gold tube containing 
the watcr or othcr volatile liquid and sam pic, embedded in pyrophyllite or similar medium, all 
bcing hcld in tough mctal binding rings of nickel or sta inlcss stcel. The anvil- sample asscmbly 
is hcated in thc convcntionalmanner by cx ternal h(!a ting to temperaturcs as high as 500°. Thus 
the cOlllplete reaction of quartz to coesitc is (!/Tectcd easi ly, madc possible at thesc temperatures 
only by thc presencc of water. llydrolls pha\c\ \uch as analcite and phillipsitc will rcmain 
uncha nged at 275° at 10-20 kb but will ["(!;tc t Wl11ph:kly to jadcitc at 450 0 at thc samc pressurc. 
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The analcite or phillipsite may also be formed at 225° and 15 kb, starting with a water plus 
1 : 1 : 3 mixture (Na20 : Al203 : 3Si02). The containment of the very volatile CS2 also is 
possible, although sealing into the tubes is more difficult, for the polymcrisation reaction 
(BridgmanB) above 42 kb at 100-200°. 

Internal heating 

Thick wafers also permit a form of resistance heating similar to that used in the belt-type and 
tetrahedral-ram pressure apparatuses. In this modification (Fig. 8) the cell thickness before 
compression is 0·125 in., but it will have a lenticular shape after the run with centre thickness 
0 ·08 in. and edge thickness 0·065 in. approximately. It is obvious from the appearance and 
variable hardness of the wafer that the pressLlre is greatest in the centre over a fiat capsule about 
t in. in diameter and that the outer portion of the wafer provides in effect a graded pressure seal 
to the edges of the anvil flats . The heating strip is arranged in this space as shown in Fig. 8. 
With this method it has been possible to contain briefly molten platinum and iron, and on 
occasion silica, at pressures of the order of 30-60 kb with pyrophyllite wafers as the pressure 
medium. There appear to be many potentialities for valuable synthesis work with this system, 
but precise measurement of temperature and pressure is unlikely. 

o 

Fig. 7 (left). Sample assembly fin' use with sealed tubes for hydrothermal work at opposed-aI/vII pressures 
Pyrophyllite is used as a pressure medium 

Fig. 8 (right) Sample assembly il/corporatillg a resistallce jimwce ;11 ,he form of a strip for use in syntheses at high 
temperature.I' alld pressures 

(a) platinum foils for electrical contacts (b) nickel rings enclosing pyrophyllite wafers 

Electrical measurements at pressure 
Bridgman's work with electrical resistance measurements in the anvil pressure system is 

well known. In the course of similar work in this laboratory (Myers et al. O) sample assembly 
modifications sLlch as those shown in Fig. 9 have bccn most useful in providing reproducible 
measurements of changes of resistal1l;e under rn;s~lIrc. The major differences with Bridgman's 
assembly is the usc of metal-con ta ining rings instcau ,of pipestone or lavite, and an overall 
thinner sample. The recognitioll or the illlportalll'l.' 01" the sample thickness and the accommoda
tion to the radial pressure gradlcnt arc the important ncw features. 

_1°.1\",1-
; B, 

L- 1te __ ~:1\"'- :' -Ag to b 
0,025\", ,-- ~J.t 

~~if«(~< ~~ ~~ 
I 
~ 3/4 -7/&;,,_ -- - ~ I 

1-. ----- \1/8In. --~ 
(3) (b) 

Fig. 9. TIVO somplC" assC"mblies usec! for e/('c'rical reslslol/ce and callbratlol/ studies 
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Nature and uniformity of pressure 

An extensive study in this laboratory has been made to use various • fixed points' in reaction 
equilibria as well as electrical resistivity measurements to find correlations in results with those 
obtained in other types of apparatus. In normal use, when the diameter-to-thickness ratio of a 
sample wafer assembly is about 25 : I, the pressure distribution has been shown to be uniform. 
This has been demonstrated 10 in experimcnts where the ratio of the area of the metal ring to area 
of sample was varied from about 4 : 1 to 0 : I at the cquilibrium pressure for the quartz-coesite 
reaction at 500°. The results showed that, for thi s wide range of sample distribution the transition 
pressure was within 0·4 kb of the 2004 kb average for all cases. With this type of sample, 
univariant P-T equilibrium' curves' (Fig. 10) have been obtained for several important solid
state reactions. In some cases, where overlap permitted, these curves were carried down to low 
pressures-where they join the hydrostatic pressure region. Furthermore, Bridgman's synthesis 
of the waxy • polymer' of CS2 in liquid-pre sure apparatus at 42 kb was duplicated by us at the 
same pressure in the anvil apparatus. 

oL-----~,O~----~20~-----~~-----7c40,-----~OO 
t<ILOOAns 

Fig. 10. Examples 0/ univar;ant P-T curves 
obtained with ollr opposed an vi! apparatus 

The dashed line is that for the theoretical 
graphite- diamond equilibrium. In order, 
they are (a) Mg.GeO. olivine-spinel; 
(b) PbO Iitharge- massicot; (c) ThSiO. 
thorite-huttonite; (d) PbO, 1-1 [; (e) SiO. 
quartz-coesite; (f) D.03 hcxagonal
monoclinic; (g) C, graphite- diamond; 
(h) HoVO. xenotime-scheclite; (i) npo. 

cristobalitc-quartz 

Myers et a/.9 found that the pressure distribution changes radically (at temperatures below 
200°) as the diameter thickness ratio is reduced. Th is one factor probably explains most of the 
variability obtained by some inve. tigators. This behaviour is further modified by changes in the 
geomctry and in the rclativc hardncsses of the materials of construction of the wafer assembly, 
and must be taken carefully into account botll in cX[Jerill1ental procedures and in reporting results 
which might be applied to calibration. 

In Fig. J I are shown the results of this study of pressure distribution in a relatively thick 
sample assembly (diameter/thickness ratio about 9). The assembly was identical in each run 
except for the placement across the diameter at different points of a short length of bismuth wire 
(0·025 in. dia.) whose I -~ II transition was used as a pressure indicator (25'4 kb IO). The figure 
shows that at the centre or til(; ~all1ple the transition was obtained when the average pressure on 
the anvil face was only 11 ·5 kb. Ilowever. a calibration wire placed about 1/2 radius out from the 
centre went through the transition when the avcragl! load was 18 kb. The change in stress distri
bution at the metal- pyrophyllitc boundary is probably due to the differences in the now properties 
of the materials, causing a brcak in the continuity or compacted solids at the boundary. The 
relatively uniform distribution of pressure for a ratio or 14 in. is shown in Fig. 12. 

However, if the bismuth wire is placed in thc centre, the thickness of the wafer assembly 
being changcd, it is seen from the results summarised in fig. J 2 that as the diameter thickness 
ratio approaches 16: I the average stress ap[Jroaches the tmnsition pressure. (Photoelastic 
models of sample wafers also illustrate the general patterns of stress distribution observed in our 
direct experiments.) 

Temperature mellsurements 
Normally rather little is said about temperature measurements in opposed-anvil experiments 

because of the simplicity or the setup. This was pointed out by Griggs & Kennedy and has been 
found to be the general experience of all users of similar equipment. As indicated in Fig. I, a 
thermocouple is looped on the shoulder of an anvil with the couple end against the edge of the 
sample. The assembly of anvils and thermocouple is then enclosed in loose-fitting, thick sleeves 
of stainless steel or equivalent. The temperature of the sample is taken as the temperature 
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Fig. 11. Pressure varialioll in a sample assembly as show/I III Fig. 9a wilh lite BII-1/ 
Ironsllioll of 25'4 kb ill comparisoll lV/lIt Ihe average load pressllre for eoclt rllll 

Circles nnd squares arc for runs at room temperature and 140·, respectively. 
Diameter/ thickness ratio close to 9 

8'3 

recorded by the thermocouple. Studies have shown that this temperature is only two to three 
degrees higher than the temperature rcconleu by a thermocouple embedded and electrically 
insulated by a thin sample wafer under press ures of at Icast 15 kb. Automatic control of furnace 
temperature assures uniformity of sample temperature to within ::J:: 5° for several days if necessary. 
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Results of studies made usi ng anvil apparatus have been described elsewhere and will be 
referred to only briefly here. High-pressure synthesis and equilibrium are represented by studies 
of silica isotypes,ll polymorphism of lead oxides,l~ manganous fluoride,13 boric oxide,14 titanium 
dioxide15 and, more recently, the interesting zinc oxiue polymorphism (to the NaCl structure) at 
pressures over 110 kb. l6 An extensive equilibrium study involving the olivine-spinel transitionl ? 

and its geophysical applications, and a purely crysta l chemical study18 of the pressure-dependence 
of the ionic size at which a pha e transformation occurs in certain rare earth AB04 compounds, 
also attest to the potential of the method in systemal ic ~tud ies involving literally several hundreds 
of runs each. 
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Kinetic studies by the present authors4,19 evaluate effects of pressure, temperature, 
displacive shearing stresses and even of minute traces of moisture in several solid-state reactions 
involving amorphous or crystalline compounds. The use of displacive shearing stresses have 
helped resolve the polymorphic relations in ThSiO.!.2o 

Densification of glasses2t and crystallisation or glasses22 under pressure have received 
considcrable attention. 
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APPENDIX 

66 HS Molybdenum high-speed steel, Type 
6- 5--4- 2. 
AISI·SAE Dcsignntion M·2 
Source- l3ethlehem Sleel Co. 

Spced Slur Also nn M-2 steel 
Suurcc-Curpcntcr Steel Co. 

TK T ungsten bnse- 9 'Yo, hUl wurk type. 
AISI-SAE Designatioll 11 2 1 
Soun:e- Cnrpenter Steel C\). 

Renc' 41 Also known us Alloy R-41 
Vacuum melted, nickel hasc alloy with high 
strength in the 650 9110" ran!::e 
Source- General Electric; Ilayncs Stcllitc 

Slellite·25 A cobalt-base alloy with good high-tem
perature properties 
Sourcc-Haynes Stcllite 

Titaniulll Nickel cemented tilnnium cllrbidc in various 
'::11 hide compos itions liS Kcnntanium, by Kennu

Illetallne. 

'l'llll~'lcn Cuba lt cementcd tungsten cllrbidc in 
cnrhidc various compositions 

Sllllrce- Gencrul Elcctric; Kcnnnmetnl 

TlIn~.'lcll Special shnpes made by Mctnllwerk Plnnscc, 
Tirol, Austriu 
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